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Throughout one’s life, Time addresses man in a variety of languages: in those 
of innocence, love, faith, experience, history, fatigue, cynicism, guilt, decay, 
etc…Its vocabulary absorbs all the other tongues, and its utterance gratifies a 
subject, however inanimate it may be. 
 Joseph Brodsky, 1987 
 

I n an interview published in 1988, Aleksander Melamid com-
mented, “Maybe time is the most important thing in contem-
porary art.  The most mysterious.  It carries us to death.  
Time is our big boat” (Ratcliff 45).  Eerily reminiscent of the 

lines of the poet Joseph Brodsky cited above (44), Vitalii Komar 
added, “There are many kinds of time.”  Over the course of their 
thirty-six-year collaboration, the works of the artistic duo known as 
Komar and Melamid have spurred much comment and criticism in 
the art world.  Their art is typified by several prominent ideas which 
recur in much Moscow Conceptualist work of the second half of the 
twentieth century—the development of narratives through the inven-
tion of fictional characters, themes that address utopian ideals, nostal-
gia, banality, and the interplay of verbal and visual expressive form.  
Many writers have focused on their use of irony, often noting the ex-
pressive semantic tension between parody, satire, and mockery and 
the artists’ particular brand of eclectic humor.  However, Komar and 
Melamid’s work can best be understood as existing between these 
dualities; neither exemplifying ironic humor nor being straightforward 
mockery, but rather a new breed of savage travesty that bridges the 
gap between these idioms.  The artists do not shrink away from the 
paradox between form and content or cynicism and skepticism.  They 
make no attempt at dividing what is public from private or distin-
guishing reality from fiction.  This essay will examine how they revel 
in creating art that hinges on the intersection of opposing terms and 
what it means to brazenly confront the classical dualisms of a com-
mon received art history. 

Komar and Melamid’s fascination with time and its manifes-
tations is a particularly important and unifying feature of their art.  An 
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examination of how it shapes their effort as a whole, regardless of the me-
dium, style, or country in which the work was produced will shed light on 
an aspect of their art which has been interpretively neglected.  Melamid 
may have been responding automatically when he concurred with Komar 
about time being the most important thing in contemporary art, but both 
artists confirm repeatedly that they are keenly aware of time’s importance 
in their work.  Indeed for them, “art is a conception and form linked to 
our perception of time” (Kolodze 92).  It pervades all human experience 
and again, as Brodsky noted, addresses man in a variety of languages.  This 
examination of many of the key works in their oeuvre will show how the 
concept of time is represented and explored in references to memory, nos-
talgia, and history.  Their perceptions of temporality possess real material 
form in artwork, photographs and ruins.  Indeed, chronological paradigms 
may be the only forms that can contain their ideas (Newman 43). 

From early in their respective artistic careers, Komar and Melamid 
acknowledged the role memory would play in developing a shared lan-
guage and creative strategy of nonconformist expression.  Shortly after 
graduating from the Stroganov School of Art and Design, both men ac-
cepted positions at a summer camp near Moscow where they heard a story 
about statues of Stalin that had been too large to destroy being buried all 
over Russia after his death.  This led to the realization that Stalin’s effigy 
lay not only buried literally in the Russian soil, but also deep in their sub-
conscious.  “This was a great discovery for us…There were no more ta-
boos anymore” (Ratcliff 17).  The liberation of these childhood memories 
proved the catalyst for their collaboration.  They have spent their careers 
“digging” up these repressed memories and interrogating the very sub-
stance of their emotional being ever since.  Their refusal to reject the past 
has led to a common struggle to come to terms with specific historical 
events and their consequences throughout a lifetime of recollecting and 
recording through image-making.  As Carter Ratcliff pointed out in his 
monograph on the artists, “Komar and Melamid advance into the future 
through persistent efforts of recollection” (25). 

In some of their earliest works, they dealt with the passing of time 
in one’s life through an examination of biography.  By creating characters, 
the artists were able to examine the notion of how identity is constructed 
and critically engage the mechanisms through which historical narratives 
reclaim lost “biographies.”  The paintings they created for and through the 
fictional character Nicholai Buchumov (Fig. 1) demonstrate the passing of 
time in a manner that literally befits the “artist’s” dedication to realism.  
Each one of the fifty-nine panels shows a representation of the landscape 
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from a particular place marked by 
each season.  Likewise, the paint-
ings created for the eighteenth cen-
tury artist Appelles Ziablov (Fig. 2) 
are accompanied by a study for a 
monograph that contains various 
archival materials such as letters and 
decrees issued at the time of their 
fictional production.  Komar and 
Melamid have discussed how this 
work represents a parody of the 
oversimplification of an under-
standing of individuality (Russians in 
America 16), but there is a more 
complex parody also at work here.  
This focus on creating an archive 
represents an attempt to have the 
“past and future meet in the pre-
sent” (Gambrel 59), molding time’s 
transience and presenting the past 
in an organized manner for future 
generations.  It deconstructs simple 
historical unities by making us 
aware of the ideological conceit.  
Then we understand the full differ-
ence between the narrative 
“construction” and the real “event.”  
But this is by no means an attempt 
to control time in any traditional 
sense.  Works by Komar and Mela-
mid like Buchumov and Ziablov, as 
well as those centering on archives 
and albums by other Moscow Con-
ceptualists, point out our fallacy to control the image the future will have 
of our past as much as they attempt to record it so it can be examined at 
all. 

Komar and Melamid have often commented on how the audi-
ence’s perception of their works will change with the passing of time.  
Noting time’s validating power, they once said “the greatness of a famous 
artist is due not so much to the paintings themselves, but more to the cir-

Figure 1.  Nikolai Buchumov, 1973. 

Figure 2.  Appelles Ziablov – Untitled, 
1797, 1973. 
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cumstances under which they were painted” (Newman 43).  This would 
seem to indicate that an artist like Ziablov, as the world’s “first abstract 
expressionist painter,” was forgotten because the time in which he painted 
such images could not produce the appropriate viewer and historical para-
digm for their appreciation.  Similarly, where some artists may fear the 
power of time’s effects in decontextualizing the meaning of their works, 
Komar and Melamid welcome this removing of quotation marks, “that is 
the destiny of parody—with time it loses its original source…as time goes 
by and changes us—even we may lose the source of parody in our 
work” (Russians in America 14). 

The creation of artist-characters and their biographies also points 
to modern technology’s role in creating a “surplus of images” (Gambrel 
59) that makes it increasingly difficult not only to grasp the here and now, 
but distorts one’s sense of history as well.  While Jamey Gambrel was writ-
ing about the modern inundation of mechanically reproduced images such 
as photographs, postcards, magazines, TV and film, she may as well have 
been describing the documentary archive and paintings created for Buchu-
mov and Ziablov: “These images are our access to history, our ancestors, 
next of kin, companions in the present who promise to remain faithful in 
the unknown of the future; they are our visible collective memory clamor-
ing for attention in the elusive hierarchy of present values” (59).  Komar 
and Melamid are satirizing this notion of the over-abundance of images by 
adding not just their works, but the “works” of “newly discovered” artists.  
By providing the viewer with Buchumov and Ziablov’s paintings and 
documentary materials related to their production as well, Komar and 
Melamid are adding to the glut of historical documents and making fun of 
modern historical discourse’s focus on biography as a means of analysis at 
all.  In an interview for the New Yorker, Melamid seemed to hint at this 
when he commented that “the best description of an artist is he was born 
in this year and died in this year” (Frazier 54). 

Figure 3.  Biography of Our Contemporary (detail), 1972-73. 
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Komar and Melamid deal with 
the notion of biography outside the 
realm of characters in works like Biogra-
phy of Our Contemporary (Fig. 3).  Works 
focusing on memories accumulated over 
a lifetime appear throughout their ca-
reers, as in Diary and details from Midlife 
Crisis (Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6).  These 
clearly demonstrate Komar and Mela-
mid’s fascination with the construction 
of memory and personal history, “Our 
Russian memories and our Russian his-
tory must come back from time to time 
because they are a permanent part of our 
individuality.  One cannot jump out of 
one’s biography; that is impossible.  Our 
past belongs to us, and our past is also 
part of our present” (Russians in America 
16).  In the same way, their memories of 
Russia and knowledge of Russian history 
are a permanent part of their individual-
ity that cannot be separated out from 
what may be understood as at least quasi-
autobiographical works. 

While one may at first read Rus-
sian memories and Russian history as 
essentially the same conception of the 
artists’ memories while living in Russia, it 
is also possible to examine them as sepa-
rate phenomena.  Indeed, Henri Bergson 
pointed out the importance of recogniz-
ing the two types of memory Komar and 
Melamid address (Bergson Matter 90-
103).  The first type, memory that recalls, 
deals with recollection of experiences 
and is recorded as memory images in the 
mind (Komar and Melamid’s self-
described Russian memories).  The sec-
ond type, memory that repeats, deals 
with habits or knowledge learned from 

Figure 4.  Midlife Crisis (detail), 
1985. 

Figure 5.  Midlife Crisis (detail), 
1985. 

Figure 6.  Midlife Crisis (detail), 
1985. 
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repetition; the action memories of all 
one has learned and which resurface 
constantly in the present (Komar and 
Melamid’s aforementioned Russian 
history).  A great deal of their oeuvre 
can be understood in terms of a dualis-
tic tension between recollected and 
repeated memory.  When portraying 
images culled from received histories 
of the Soviet Union, such as Lenin Pro-
claims the Victory of the Revolution (Fig. 7), 
Komar and Melamid act out the sec-
ond type of learned memories.  In 
works of a more biographical nature, 
such as Biography of Our Contemporary, 
they recollect representations from 
their own personal memories of the 
past.  But rarely is the distinction abso-
lutely clear; rather their work typically 
represents the blending of the two 
types of memory.  Yalta Conference 
(From a History Textbook; 1984) (Fig. 8) 
exemplifies this psychic amalgamation.  
In recent years, Komar has begun to 
speak about the strange effect memory 
has played in his life and work.  Upon 
finding a photograph of his family 
taken before his parents’ divorce when 
he was five, he was struck by its con-
figurational resemblance to the photo-
graph of Stalin, Roosevelt, and Chur-
chill taken at the Yalta Conference.  
This trope was one that had played a 
prominent iconographical role for 
many years, but he had never under-
stood why it captivated him so.  In a 
strange overlap of recalled and re-
peated memory, the artist acted out the 
difference between memory built by 
repetition (the Yalta image) and an 

Figure 7. Lenin Proclaims the Victory of 
the Revolution (after the first version by V. 

Serov), 1981-82 

Figure 8. Yalta Conference (From a 
History Textbook, 1984), 1982 
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event incapable of being repeated (the mem-
ory of having his picture taken with both his 
parents). 

A number of Sots Art works also ref-
erence their Russian memories by recreating 
the slogan banners so ubiquitous in the Soviet 
Union during their childhood.  Quotation (Fig. 
9) not only recalls the constant barrage of po-
litical propaganda and satirizes the meaning-
lessness of such slogans by emptying them of 
actual text, but mimics the vagueness of mem-
ory itself.  The distance from detail created by 
time leaves only an impression of the red ban-
ner with white letters.  But the actual words 
and the meaning behind them are too distant 
to recall.  Bergson describes how the past is 
fugitive and “to call up the past in the form of 
an image, we must be able to withdraw ourselves from the action of the 
moment, we must have the power to value the useless, we must have the 

will to dream” (Bergson Matter 94).  This close 
relationship between recalling and dreaming is 
also evinced in biographical works like Midlife 
Crisis (Fig. 10 and Fig. 11).  Here memory easily 
combines with fantasy in a quasi-dreamlike reen-
actment of the darkest and most erotic moments 
of accumulated experience.  Surely the nightmar-
ish eye peering from vaginal orifice or the pubis-
cum-brain illustration reflect the release of re-
pressed anxieties or the vodka induced slip of the 
eye’s communication with the brain?  In 2002, 
Komar noted that “to imagine is to remem-
ber” (Julius, Wulkan & Soltes 21).  Images like 
these stem from the difficulty of summoning the 
mental photographs of the subconscious at will 
(Bergson Matter 101).  The inaccessibility of these 
memories mimics the irretrievable nature of So-
viet culture after it disappeared with the fall of 
communism in 1991 (Fields 38).  Perhaps forcing 
such recollection creates the kind of hybrid im-
ages found in this series. 

Figure 9. Quotation, 1972  

Figure 10. Midlife Crisis 
(detail), 1985. 

Figure 11. Midlife Crisis 
(detail), 1985. 
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The closeness of remembrance and imagination also alludes to the 
role of nostalgia in recollection.  Komar and Melamid identify the 1980s as 
the time when nostalgia was born in their souls because they were barely 
able to communicate with friends still living in the Soviet Union (Baigell 
276).  It was during this period that they began to work on the series they 
titled deliberately to communicate this sense of gap—Nostalgic Socialist Re-
alism (1981-2).  Linda Hutcheon points out the dual nature of nostalgia, its 
incompatibility with recreating the past.  The danger nostalgia poses re-
volves around the subject’s inevitable idealization of the irrecoverable past 
he or she seeks to recreate.  Unlike memory’s distortion of the past into 
vague or dream-like images, nostalgia “exiles us from the pre-
sent” (Hutcheon 3).  This idea is deeply complicated in Komar and Mela-
mid’s case by their desire for a world which was not “simple, pure…easy 
[or] beautiful” (Hutcheon 3) but repressive, coercive, threatening, and 
dangerous.  By our standards, it is hard to understand why they might miss 
a world that in many ways should not be missed. 

Komar and Melamid even created the word “necrology” to de-
scribe their habit of constantly evoking the past (Ratcliff 156).  One could 
theorize Soviet nostalgia as a sort of Stockholm syndrome, but there is a 
more complex process at work here.   The repetition that Komar and 
Melamid’s nostalgia invokes “consists merely in unfolding what was previ-
ously wrapped up…The true effect of repetition is to decompose, and 
then to recompose, and thus appeal to the intelligence of the 
body” (Bergson Matter 137).  Thus every copy of a memory-image that the 
artists make bears their own analysis.   Why is this so important for them?  
In Matter and Memory, Bergson describes the process through which recol-
lection only emerges after a perception is recognized.  Visual memory 
alone is not enough for recognition, a blending of perception and memory 
must occur first.  Eventually, recollection is capable of blending so well 
with present perceptions that one cannot say where perception begins and 
memory ends.  But for this to occur, one must apply diligent attention to 
perceptions by reflecting on them (Bergson Matter 107-130).  This is pre-
cisely what Komar and Melamid’s nostalgia achieves through its repetition.  
By constantly reflecting on their past perceptions of Soviet life—
everything from passports to banners to Socialist Realism—they are 
guarding themselves, and hopefully their viewers, from not  recognizing 
the signs of a totalitarian regime in the future.  The danger of amnesia is 
one that Komar and Melamid consider so real in our modern world; they 
have spent their careers remembering so that we will recognize the danger 
in the future.  Again, for them, the “past and future meet in the present.”  
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They employ nostalgia as a means for rewriting future history.  They 
nurture an intimacy with the past and thus seek to control the present 
(Zinik).  They have joked that their partnership itself is a reflection of 
their nostalgia for Soviet censorship (“Two 
Soviet Artists” 25).  But this witty remark 
belies a much deeper concern with not for-
getting the oppression they underwent.  Rec-
reating and reliving versions of suppression 
in their working relationship and the pieces 
they create guards them against the inclina-
tion to forget. 

Works like Color Writing: Ideological 
Abstraction No. 1 (Fig. 12) deal with more 
than the meaninglessness of the Russian con-
stitution’s article on free speech or the gen-
eral fallacy of language to accurately express.  
It represents the type of aphasia witnessed 
when subjects can describe an object they 
have seen before but do not recognize it 
when it is shown to them or the more mun-
dane reality of hearing a foreign language as 
abstract sounds without the knowledge to 
interpret the sounds as meaningful.  In both 
these instances, memory is the key to recog-
nition and understanding.  Just as, without 
the key to interpreting the colors in Color 
Writing, the symbols are meaningless, without 
having processed the perceptions of life in 
the USSR as repressive, one may not perceive 
them or remember them to be so if they oc-
curred again in the present or future. 

In many ways, Komar and Melamid 
seem even more comfortable with their rela-
tionship to history and its manifestations 
than to memory or nostalgia.  In opposition 
to the Marxist notion of the helpless, tiny 
individual subjected to the powerful forces of 
history (Frazier 45), they are very comfortable nestled in history’s 
pages.  They lack all fear of the havoc wrought by time, indeed they 
see time as their great collaborator and welcome the changes time’s 

Figure 12.  Color Writing: 
Ideological Abstraction No. 1, 

1974. 

Figure 13.  Post Art No. 1 
(Warhol), 1973 . 
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passing will have on conceptions of their 
work.  This embrace of history is clearly evi-
dent in the series Post Art (Fig. 13).  Komar 
and Melamid have discussed how the dis-
tance of time in the context of history is a 
positive force, increasing the value of art-
works and mythologizing their creators. 
 This is not simply an egotistic self-
assurance of their immortal, exegi monumentum 
place in history.  They seem fully aware of 
how small they are compared to history’s 
great sprawl.  In their work, the most per-
sonal of memories is juxtaposed with the 
broadest of historical events.  Works depict-
ing private, dramatic moments of sexual 
awakening and exploration like Girl in Front of 
a Mirror (Fig. 14) and one of the panels from 
Midlife Crisis (Fig. 15) jarringly contrast with 
the impersonal History of Russia (Fig. 16).  
This series depicts some of the most impor-
tant moments of Russian history in a visually 
abbreviated form.   To reconcile these images 
is to recognize the memory-laden nature of 
both of them despite the breadth of the his-
tory they measure.  History is comprised of 
these small moments because history is the 
story of human beings.  For Komar and 
Melamid, personal history is history, the two 
are inseparable because one defines the 
other.  “This is our greatest discovery … the 
individual is the history of the world, the 
history of art” (Frazier 54).  History of Russia 
reproduces history’s reduction of monumen-
tal events into simple and basic affairs.  We 
are but tiny colored dots on the broadly 
stretched canvas of world history.   There is 
something so happy and calm about these 
images—certainly Komar and Melamid long 
to be subsumed by the annals of chronology, 
sinking into the recesses of its folds. 

Figure 14. Girl in Front of a 
Mirror, 1981-82 

Figure 15.  Midlife Crisis 
(detail), 1985 

Figure 16.  History of Russia 
(detail), 1973 
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Likewise they do not shy away from depictions of the world as we 
know it—in ruins, as in Scenes from the Future (Fig. 17).  These material 
manifestations of time, the ultimate markers of memory, are presented by 
Komar and Melamid as a sort of twentieth century pastoral.  These are not 
ruins that imply violence or death, but reveal a beautiful world of natural 
harmony and peaceful quiet.  Ko-
mar and Melamid strive to create a 
new idyllic momento mori1 by enacting 
their own death.  They play dead in 
order to consider the world as if it is 
ended (Indiana 97).   Indeed, the 
traditional vanitas2 image is reinter-
preted time and again in their works.  
But concern with the brevity of life 
breathes with a sigh of ironic relief.  
One of the sources the artists have 
been most forthcoming in revealing 
is the Bible.  They often cite pas-
sages from Exodus, Proverbs and 
the Book of Job, among others.  
Notably they have cited the famous 
Vanitas vanitatum omnia vanitas3 pas-
sage from Ecclesiastes as strongly 
influential in their thinking (Komar 
& Melamid 11).  The erotic quality 
of much of their work also under-
scores the notion of the fleeting 
quality of human life and experi-
ence.  The arc of a sexual encounter 
is a metaphor for life itself, with 
orgasm diametrically paired with 
death as in the off-center panel 
from When I Was a Child, Matzoh 
Reminded Me of a Braille Book (Fig. 
18).  Sex seems to decay here in much the same way food did in the nature 
mortes of the seventeenth century. 

 At this point it is necessary to address the disconcerting 
nature of many of Komar and Melamid’s images from this period.  One 
facet of what makes the viewer so uncomfortable with these images is the 
very blending of recollection with present perception that they seek to 

Figure 17.  Scenes from the Future: Museum 
of Modern Art, 1983-84. 

Figure 18. When I Was a Child, Matzoh 
Reminded Me of a Braille Book, 1984-85 
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create.  As a culture living in an atomic world, we anticipate our own 
annihilation.  Komar and Melamid’s oft dark regurgitations of twenti-
eth century horrors are sometimes more than we can bear.  In Portrait 

of Hitler (Fig. 19) or the atomic blast 
depicted in Five Cucumbers (Fig. 20), 
the artists seem keenly aware of the 
contingency of memory and capital-
ist culture’s new breed of high-tech 
amnesia and are dead set on coun-
teracting it (Huyssen 4-5).  Melamid 
once commented in an interview, 
“Our art shouts its fear” (Ratcliff 
41).  In a recent panel discussion 
given at Columbia University, Ko-
mar described his childhood realiza-
tion that history could be rewritten 
(Komar).  He expressed his shock 
when at ten years old, the sign 
above Lenin’s mausoleum in Red 
Square was suddenly changed to 
read “Lenin Stalin” to mark the 
leader’s passing.  Later, all statues of 
Stalin were removed and history was 
rewritten again.  In the 1990s, he 
witnessed Russians changing their 
history by tearing down and defac-
ing monuments of former Soviet 
leaders.  By continuing to depict in 
the Socialist Realist style or creating 
images of Lenin, Roosevelt, Hitler 
and Stalin, Komar and Melamid 
force us to constantly remember 
what we may wish to forget.  They 
seek to counteract the contingency 
of a culture that edits its own 
memories by “opening spaces for 

reflection and counter-hegemonic memory” (Huyssen 15).  Komar 
once characterized modernism as “art that forgets history” (Ratcliff 
40). 

But this is not the extent of our discomfort with these images 

Figure 19.  Portrait of Hitler, 1981 

Figure 20.  Five Cucumbers, 1984-85  
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for it does not account for the con-
trasting reactions we sometimes have 
to the same work.  Perhaps what is 
more unsettling than the disjunction 
between the artists’ goal and the real-
ity of the confrontation is that they 
fail to shape our viewing experience 
in an absolute way.  We are equally 
prepared to laugh and feel pity when 
confronted with A Knock at the Door 
(Fig. 21).  The conflation of eroticism 
and existential terror evoked by Thirty 
Years Ago 1953 (Fig. 22) leaves us 
both aroused and horrified.  The in-
stallation at the Palladium on May 1, 
1986 in New York (Fig. 23) provokes 
the same emotional contradiction in 
its presentation of a replica of Lenin’s 
mausoleum, complete with wax effigy, 
around which people were invited to 
drink, dance and party.  “You begin 
to search amongst your IDEAS---that 
is to say, in the present instance, 
amongst the recollections at your dis-
posal—for that recollection which 
will best fit in with what you see…
although common sense consists 
mainly in being able to remember, it 
consists even more in being able to 
forget” (Bergson Laughter 64).  While 
theorizing about laughter, Bergson 
has described the mental process of 
the viewer of Komar and Melamid’s 
work with remarkable depth. 

Looking, we mentally search 
for recollections to contextualize what 
we see.  While the first memory we 
associate with a work like A Knock at 
the Door may be comical recollections 
of childhood games of hide and seek, 

Figure 21.  A Knock at the Door, 
1982-83  

Figure 22.  Thirty Years Ago 1953, 
1982-83 
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the next is the full realization 
that this man is probably hid-
ing from the Soviet authori-
ties who may threaten his life.  
In an interview Melamid com-
mented, “Many times when 
we do comical work, people’s 
reactions are very serious.  
When we’re deadly serious, 
people are laughing.  I feel 

like a fool.  Why are they laughing?” (Ratcliff 34-35).  At least part of 
what makes the viewer so uncomfortable is that we are unsure as to 
the proper response.  When sex commingles with death, irony with 
pity, and humor with compassion, our ability to recognize the proper 
reaction is clouded.  Aesthetically the artists’ work exists nowhere if 
not on this uncomfortable threshold. 

In conclusion, Komar and Melamid’s art from the past three 
decades has been characterized by many important themes and has 
utilized a wide variety of media and subject matter.  As vanguards of 
Moscow’s particular brand of Conceptualism, they have helped close 
this dramatic century with a temporal concern for the past as it colors 
our present and guides us into the future.  The two-fold process of 
remembering and repeating acted out in much of their work serves to 
solidify the chance of recognizing oppression when it arises in the 
future.  This process of nostalgic repetition may be uncomfortable, we 
may be confused as to whether we should laugh or cry, but we are left 
with the monumental sense that we must never forget.  Embarking on 
the future, we need not fear how coming generations will interpret us, 
as long as we know that the memories of history have taught us the 
lessons of the past. 
 

Figure 23.  Installation at the Palladium, 
New York, May 1, 1986 
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Notes 
1. The Latin phrase is famously difficult to render in idiomatic English.  It 

is most often translated "Be mindful of death" or "Remember you will 
die.”  It names a genre in art and literature typified by images which 
serve as a reminder of human mortality.  

2. The Latin word literally means "emptiness" and corresponds to the 
meaninglessness and transient nature of earthly life.   The term denotes a 
genre of still life painting meant to underscore the futility of pleasure 
and certainty of death.  Common vanitas symbols included skulls, ripe or 
rotting fruit, smoke and timepieces. 

3. Ecclesiastes 1:2 is translated as “Vanity of vanities; all is vanity” in the 
King James Version of the Bible. 
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